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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following protocols uses port 53, by default?
A. DNS
B. DHCP
C. FTP
D. NTP
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator needs to use a Data Domain with DDBoost Option
in an EMC Networker environment.
Which license(s) must be added on the EMC NetWorker Server?
A. Data Domain Device Type Enabler and Data Domain Capacity
Enabler
B. Data Domain BOOST and Data Domain VTL
C. Data Domain Disk Backup Option and Storage Node
D. Virtual Tape Library
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure Stream Analytics job.
You need to ensure that the job has enough streaming units
provisioned.
You configure monitoring of the SU% Utilization metric.
Which two additional metrics should you monitor? Each correct
answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Out of order Events
B. Late Input Events
C. Function Events
D. Watermark Delay
E. Backlogged Input Events
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation
B: Late Input Events: events that arrived later than the
configured late arrival tolerance window.
Note: While comparing utilization over a period of time, use
event rate metrics. InputEvents and OutputEvents metrics show
how many events were read and processed.
D: In job diagram, there is a per partition backlog event
metric for each input. If the backlog event metric keeps
increasing, it's also an indicator that the system resource is
constrained (either because of output sink throttling, or high
CPU).
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/streamanalytics-scale-jobs
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